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pretty good game. Like a lost Galaxian clone from the days of early 80's 8-bit computing, like something you'd find on the
Odyssey2 or Atari 400 or a Tandy machine. Decent chiptune soundtrack. No rhyme or reason for what activates the triple shot,
but whatever. If you can get it in a bundle or on sale, I guess it's worth a play.. It's a good. Albeit a bit more on the short side you
can easily use it for farming achievements and cards. I didn't regret buying it, although I have seen all the the game can offer
within half an hour. What is maybe to mention is that it ran with a minor but constant lag, though that could have had to do with
the heavy harddisk surveilance job I was running in the background. The game however managed to fill the wait well and kept
me interested as long as it lasted. The graphics could be right out of an early 80's vector based Atari Arcade machine or a
Vectrex with the improvement of a nice interference effect all over the place so it should appeal to all you retro gamers out
there, while the fairly short chiptune together with the somewhat flat sound effects does suit the overall style of the game
perfectly well. Buy it on sale when you've got half an hour to waste, but beware: it uses mouse controls accompanied by some
minor keyboard inputs for ship movement and other things that cannot be changed.. A nice modern take on Galaga and
Centipede. The developer took both games and made them their own with a twist. Some registration issues in relation to shots
until an enemy gets to a certain part of the screen. Otherwise, this game can be completed within 10-15 minutes, it's very easy.
Basically an achievement farmer.. Pretty good game to play while queueing in multiplayer games.. If you recieve a black screen
when starting this game. press alt+enter.) I am the self-appointed StarLord.. Farm achievements. The game can be completed in
10 minutes.. For 0.10 cents, it's not the worst thing in the world, but it'd be far more enjoyable as a mini game in a real game
like GTA or an RPG. It's just a little too simple to keep anyones attention. If you want a good old school arcade throwback,
stick with Gon-E-Choo. store.steampowered.com/app/384990
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